Product Explainer

Say Hello
to Cabolo
The smartest, fastest, safest and
most intelligent way to record
and transcribe any meeting.

Cabolo delivers a smart
speech recognition
ecosystem

Environment
We also develop and supply different acoustic
models, which allow the user to optimise the audio
capture when in small or large rooms, or where
echo or other background noise is present. We
also offer custom integrations with any existing
audio-visual solutions in use within corporate
boardrooms or conference environments.

that makes transcription and recording meetings simple, in
multiple languages, with customisable vocabularies for
various sectors.
A smart device for any meeting with our intelligent software
embedded, helping businesses to simultaneously record and
transcribe speech to text, in real time.
Cabolo is part of Cedat 85, an integrated award-winning
technology company and service provider. A market leader in
developing and implementing the world’s most powerful and
innovative speech-to-text technology solutions.
We possess more than 30+ years expertise in speech digital
processing, text analysis, deep neural networks and machine
learning.

cabolo.com
Considered in the top 11 world-wide players for Speech to Text
applications and in the top 5 in Europe.
Market Guide for Speech-to-Text Solutions 2020, Gartner

meet@cabolo.ai

The Device
Our device is completely standalone, requires no
internet connection or technology from other
providers. All transcriptions take place in real-time,
locally on the device and are stored on encrypted
drives (internal or USB key).

Marketplace
A marketplace where customers can purchase
additional language models, upgrades, services,
support, and maintenance.
.

Languages
Currently available in English, Italian, and Spanish
with more language models coming soon. We
have a team dedicated to customising and
improving our tools for accents,
professional/sector-specific nomenclature.

Output
Combined sincro.doc plug-in, audio recording and
ready made documents in XML and MS Word.
Archivable and searchable with the enhanced
feature of live subtitling now available.

Secure

Plug and Play

Recording and transcription are
secured and protected on an
encrypted USB key, everything is
transcribed locally (no cloud or other
external connection).

Cabolo has it’s own built-in
microphone array, you can plug Cabolo
into your existing meeting room
microphone / conference system and
start using Cabolo to record and
transcribe your meetings.

Organised

Interface

Tag your meetings by specific
keywords to easily retrieve information.
Categorise your meeting archive by
topics and organise them for fast
reference.

Your conversations are transcribed in
real-time through our custom interface
that includes; meeting agenda
features, pre-installed language
models, and a verbatim correction
facility. Users can also add meeting
notes and assign speaker names.

Customisable

Out of the box

Cabolo can be customised for accents
and sector-specific nomenclature. We
also offer custom integrations with any
existing audio-visual solutions in your
office.

It’s s your device with battery pack,
warranty, and setup instructions.
100hrs of transcription hours with the
opportunity to purchase additional
hours through our customer
marketplace or by subscribing to
Cabolo.

